Queue Management System Solution (QMS)

QMS is a standalone token dispenser with wireless LED display & calling devices/button for effective queue management.

1. **Description**
   Queue Management System is an ideal solution to organize the waiting of visitors with an easy ordering method based on ‘first in first out’. It helps to manage crowds and queues at your service area. Our solution comes with a Token Dispenser, Calling Switch and Digital LED Board with Voice for number announcement.

2. **Components**
   1. **Token Dispenser**
      Printer with auto cutter and Inbuilt Four Button Token Dispenser
   2. **Token Calling Display**
      LED Display with speaker for calling information and announcement
   3. **Token Calling Switch**
      Two Types of Switches are available. Customer can opt for Mobile App or Token Calling Button

   Connectivity: All operates in Wi-Fi

3. **Ideal Solution For**
   - Bank / Insurance
   - Hospital
   - Customer Service Center
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Our Business Associate
Queue Management System Solution (QMS)

QMS is a standalone token dispenser with wireless LED display & calling devices/button for effective queue management.

Manage expectation, reduce customer wait times, improve employee efficiency.

1. **Description**
   Queue Management System is an ideal solution to organize the waiting of visitors with an easy ordering method based on 'first in first out'. It helps to manage crowds and queues at your service area. Our solution comes with a Token Dispenser, Calling Switch and Digital LED Board with Voice for number announcement.

2. **Components**
   1. **Token Dispenser**
      Printer with auto cutter and Inbuilt Four Button Token Dispenser
   2. **Token Calling Display**
      LED Display with speaker for calling information and announcement
   3. **Token Calling Switch**
      Two Types of Switches are available. Customer can opt for Mobile App or Token Calling Button

   Connectivity: All operates in Wi-Fi

Ideal Solution for:

- Bank / Insurance
- Hospital
- Customer Service Center
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QUEUE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SOLUTION (QMS)

QMS IS A STANDALONE TOKEN DISPENSER WITH WIRELESS LED DISPLAY & CALLING DEVICES/ BUTTON FOR EFFECTIVE QUEUE MANAGEMENT

MANAGE EXPECTATION
REDUCE CUSTOMER WAIT TIMES
IMPROVE EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY

1 DESCRIPTION
Queue Management System is an ideal solution to organize the waiting of visitors with an easy ordering method based on ‘first in first out’. It helps to manage crowds and queues at your service area. Our solution comes with a Token Dispenser, Calling Switch and Digital LED Board with Voice for number announcement.

2 COMPONENTS
1. Token Dispenser
Printer with auto cutter and Inbuilt Single Button Token Dispenser

2. Token Calling Display
LED Display with speaker for calling information and announcement

3. Token Calling Switch
Two Types of Switches are available. Customer can opt for Mobile App Or Token Calling Button

Connectivity : All operates in Wi-Fi

IDEAL SOLUTION FOR

BANK / INSURANCE
HOSPITAL
CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER
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QUEUE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SOLUTION (QMS)

QMS is a standalone token dispenser with wireless LED display & calling devices/button for effective queue management.

MANAGE EXPECTATION
REDUCE CUSTOMER WAIT TIMES
IMPROVE EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY

1. DESCRIPTION
Queue Management System is an ideal solution to organize the waiting of visitors with an easy ordering method based on ‘first in first out’. It helps to manage crowds and queues at your service area. Our solution comes with a Token Dispenser, Calling Switch and Digital LED Board with Voice for number announcement.

2. COMPONENTS
1. Token Dispenser
   Printer with auto cutter and Inbuilt Single Button Token Dispenser

2. Token Calling Display
   LED Display with speaker for calling information and announcement

3. Token Calling Switch
   Wireless Button using for Token calling (RF)

Connectivity: All operates in Wi-Fi + RF

IDEAL SOLUTION FOR

BANK / INSURANCE

HOSPITAL

CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER
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